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Welcome to our summer edition of the PRO EUROPE Newsletter! Our
objective is to provide you with a concise overview of the latest EU developments relevant to PRO EUROPE’s priorities, as well as keep you updated
on key achievements by our Members.
I would also like to highlight the 5th edition of the international PRO EUROPE

Congress that will take place in Brussels on 7 and 8 October 2010. It will provide
stakeholders with a platform to debate current EU policy on packaging and waste
management, reflect on past achievements, and voice new strategies. The biannual Congress has become a well-known meeting platform. More than 400 participants have already registered. Come and join us for what promises to be an
exciting and informative event .
Kind regards,

At a glance...

Joachim Quoden
Managing Director of PRO EUROPE

PRO EUROPE members

PRO EUROPE’s International
Congress in October

DSD saved 1.5 million
tons of CO2 in 2009

Good progress has been made on the
preparation for the Congress in
October. Most of the speakers have
confirmed their attendance and we are
proud that we have many high-level
speakers for this year’s Congress. (…)

Der Grüne Punkt – Duales System
Deutschland GmbH (DSD) has once
again significantly overfulfilled the
recovery rates stipulated under the
German Packaging Ordinance. (...)
(continued on page 4)

(continued on page 3)

Dialogue
on
Sustainable
Municipal Recycling Financing

Belgian Presidency outlines
environmental priorities

The United State’s Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is embarking
on a dialogue process between state/
local governments and brand owners
to identify options for sustainable
financing for municipal recycling.
(…)

On 1 July 2010, Belgium took over
the Presidency of the European Union
for the coming six months. In the
area of environment the Presidency
will focus on four topics: Climate
Change, Biodiversity,
Sustainable
Consumption and Production and
Better
Instruments
for
Environmental Governance.(…)

Contact us:
Email: info@pro-europe.info
www.pro-europe.info

Published by Weber Shandwick
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IN FOCUS
PRO EUROPE contributes to the reviews of Thematic
Strategies
In June, the European Commission started
the review process of the Thematic Strategy on the prevention and recycling of
waste (Waste TS) as well as on the
Thematic Strategy on the sustainable use of
natural resources (Natural Resources TS).
PRO EUROPE is actively involved in both
reviews.
As regards the Waste TS, the Commission
organized a stakeholder meeting in June.
Participants agreed that there is room for
improvement in the current Thematic
Strategy. Waste prevention was considered
to be the most difficult area to address
through
regulation.
Participants
acknowledged that the extended producer
responsibility system plays an important
role within the EU recycling target. The
Commission intends to publish a progress
report before the end of 2010 and is planning to issue a strategy paper on the prevention and recycling of waste in 2011.
The
Commission
also
organised
a
stakeholder conference on the review of
the Natural Resources TS. Most participants
agreed that the Thematic Strategy should
not focus on specific sectors but on efficient resource use in all sectors. The Commission will publish a progress report by the
end of the year and is planning to publish a
roadmap on resource efficiency in 2011.
In order to ensure that the Commission
takes into account PRO EUROPE’s main
issues, PRO EUROPE submitted a position
paper on the Waste TS on 8 July. PRO
EUROPE argued that less packaging does
not necessarily mean that it is more environmentally-friendly, arguing that a small
amount of additional packaging material
only has a very low environmental impact,
while underestimated packaging can cause
considerable damage. Thus, the Commission should not only target reducing packaging.
PRO EUROPE also urged the Commission to
initiate systems to avoid food waste and
systems which deal with unavoidable food
waste. The Commission should work together with retailers, the food industry, the
Back to cover page

waste industry and local and central governments to minimise food waste in different areas, e.g. in households, at
school, at work etc.
PRO EUROPE also recommended that the
Commission should think carefully about
the introduction of concrete waste prevention targets. The instruments that are
used to reduce the growth of municipal
waste must be chosen with care.
PRO EUROPE reiterated that extended
producer responsibility is the most efficient system to finance the recovery and
recycling of materials in Europe as it has
proved its strength in good, as well as in
difficult times. It is more efficient than
the introduction of taxes.
Moreover, PRO EUROPE stressed that the
Commission should focus on the full implementation of existing legislation before
suggesting new legislation. The European
Commission should also further promote
the exchange of best practices and experiences. PRO EUROPE offered to help other
countries that are less advanced with regard to recycling and waste generation
and which could benefit from our experience and know-how.
PRO EUROPE also called on the Commission to look into long term solutions to
address any imbalance of supply and demand in recyclates whatever the market
price is. This could be achieved through
measures that stimulate demand such as
EU public procurement policies that promote the purchase of recycled products
when available.
In addition to raising awareness PRO
EUROPE also clarified that it is important
to remove market distortions. There are
key EU policies that do not promote recycling (e.g. the EU ETS regulation and the
REACH
legislation).
Hence,
the
Commission
should
review
existing
legislation and bring it into line with
recycling targets.
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IN FOCUS
PRO EUROPE’s International Congress in October
is very enthusiastic about taking part in
the Congress and praised the great concept and the number of high-level
speakers.
Good progress has been made on the
preparation for the Congress in October. A
major success has been to secure Jeff Colruyt, CEO Colruyt, as second keynote
speaker on Day 2. Most of the speakers
(including Commissioner for Environment,
Janez Potočnik) have confirmed their attendance and we are proud that we have
many high-level speakers for this year’s
Congress.
The registration is now online and already
more than 400 participants have registered.
The working group had a very constructive
meeting with Jacki Davis, who will moderate important sessions of the Congress. She

We have also received good news on
the art that we are planning to exhibit
at the Square. We have reached an
agreement with the artist Charles
Kaizin who will put an ephemeral installation into place. The starting point
is to use the “Green Dot” logo as the
symbol of the event and the aim is to
make this installation interactive. Everything will be built using domestic
waste packaging. We are optimistic that
this piece of art will also attract the
wider public.
For further information, please visit our
Congress website:
www.proeurope-congress.com/

PRO EUROPE members’ news
DSD news
DSD environmental balance 2009 – DSD issues individual
Climate-Certificates to all of its customers
Despite the rough economic climate, ecological sustainability is still a very current
topic – which proves that it is not just a
temporary fashion. This is also true for DSD
with its active engagement in sustainable
development for more than 20 years now.
As one of the tangible results of our activity, we issue a customer-specific “Climate
-Certificate” for 2009, which shows each
client the exact amount of CO²-equivalents
that have been saved through the recycling
of his packaging participating within our
Green Dot Scheme. In this way, clients get

Back to cover page

a concrete idea of their contribution to
climate protection, and the savings in primary raw materials and energy required
for the production of new commodities.
Our environmental audit has been carried
out according to the requirements for lifecycle analysis based on ISO 14040 and
14044. Moreover, it has been scientifically
certified by the well-known Institute for
Energy and Environmental Studies (Institut
für Energie- und Umweltforschung IFEU)
located in Heidelberg.
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DSD’s Environmental Performance Report for 2009 –
1.5 million tons of CO2 avoided
Recovery rates once again significantly above the legal quotas — Quantities
participating in dual systems up compared to the 2008 figures
Der Grüne Punkt – Duales System Deutschland GmbH (DSD) has once again significantly overfulfilled the recovery rates
stipulated under the German Packaging
Ordinance. At the same time, the quantities participating in all dual systems,
which form the basis for calculating the
recovery rates, showed an increase on the
figures for 2008. “These results show that
the Fifth Amendment to the German Packaging Ordinance in 2009 has had an effect
in increasing the licensed volume”, explains Stefan Schreiter, CEO of DSD.
The higher recovery and recycling figure
for DSD is reflected in the very good results detailed in the Environmental Performance Report, which DSD has been

drawing up every year since 2000. It shows
that in 2009 the company prevented the
emissions of 1.5 million tons of carbon
dioxide equivalents, by recycling 2.75 million tons of used sales packaging. Moreover, DSD has saved 60 billion megajoules
of primary energy.
DSD’s Environmental Performance Report
shows even more: in the year 2009, DSD
saved 545,000 tons of crude oil equivalents by recycling sales packages. CEO
Schreiter is convinced that “recycling with
the Green Dot is gaining steadily in perceived importance as a source of raw materials for the economy and for reducing
environmental impact.”

Back to cover page
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Green Dot Norway NEWS
Environmental responsibility implemented
procurements in Norway

in

public

An increasing number of public enterprises are joining Green Dot Norway as “control
members”. This means they demand that their suppliers are members of a recycling
scheme such as Green Dot Norway. Thereby companies providing goods and services
to public enterprises are forced to join Green Dot Norway in order to fulfil the governmental requirements.
Government Administration Services
(DSS) is one of many public services that
have joined Green Dot Norway as a control member. This means all companies
providing goods to the ministries have to
document that they participate in an
approved scheme for used packaging.
Among the thousands of Norwegian companies delivering goods to public services, only a minority of them are today
members of Green Dot Norway. Not all of
these are packaging users, but the potential is clearly huge considering that
public procurements each year include
purchases for more than NOK 330 billion.
That public services are now demanding
membership in a recycling scheme from
their suppliers, is considered to be the
main reason to join Green Dot. Almost
200 enterprises became control members
over the last year.

Official acknowledgement
The ministries have agreed that their
joint purchase system, the Governmental Service Center, is to be the “control
member” in Green Dot Norway. This
gives the official acknowledgement
some public services have felt been
missing, states CEO Jaana Røine. This
gives us the possibility to get full support from the public and private enterprises to ensure that used packaging is
being taken care of in both a sustainable
and economically sound way.
Among the Governmental Service Centre's primary missions is to provide competitive joint arrangements for the purchase of goods on behalf of all ministries
and the prime minister’s office.

Eco-Emballages news
Marianne d’Or award
The Eco-Emballages Board of Directors
Chairman Philippe-Loïc Jacob was
awarded the “Marianne d’Or” for sustainable development on Monday 3 May. The
award was presented to him by Jacques
Dermagne, President of the French Economic, Social and Environmental Council. The ceremony took place at the Economic, Social and Environmental Council in front of elected representatives,
parliamentarians and business leaders.
“This Marianne d’Or for sustainable development recognises the work achieved
by Eco-Emballages’ teams with companies, local authorities and residents. Today 63% of household packaging is recy-

cled, a genuine success which reflects
the commitment of each and every one
of us”, explained Philippe-Loïc Jacob,
the Eco-Emballages Board of Directors
Chairman.

Back to cover page
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The North American corner
US EPA Dialogue on Sustainable Municipal Recycling Financing
The United State’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is embarking on a dialogue process between state/local governments and brand owners to identify
options for sustainable financing for municipal recycling. The expected outcomes
of the Stakeholder Engagement Initiative
is to identify and describe options for
packaging stewardship, including whether
a national approach or a state by state
approach is most likely, and the potential
for coordinated regional approaches and
pilot projects. The stakeholder initiative
is expected to last for a year, commencing in the next few weeks.

This is seen as an important first step in
the development of a sustainable financing approach in the United States that
would shift the financial burden from local
government and tax payers to producers
and others in the product value chain,
similar to schemes already in place in
Canada and the EU. The recent drafting
and enactment by some local and state
governments of producer responsibility
legislation has also contributed to the momentum for such a national initiative.

Delaware Bottle Bill Repeal
In the last edition of this newsletter, we
discussed recent developments in some
North American jurisdictions to reevaluate the effectiveness of current approaches for beverage container recovery.
In line with this, Delaware has repealed
its 28-year-old bottle bill that required a 5
-cent deposit on plastic and glass soft
drink and beer bottles and replaced it
with a controversial 4-cent nonrefundable recycling fee starting December 1st. It is designed to provide start-up
funds to help local authorities to finance
the transition to single-stream curbside
recycling.
th

The bill, signed on June 8 , mandates
that all municipal and private waste haulers provide such curbside recycling pickup
for single-family homes starting Sept. 15,
2011, for multi-family residences starting
Jan. 1, 2013, and for commercial sites by
2014. The fee is scheduled to sunset Dec.
1, 2014 or after $22 million is raised,
whichever comes first. Additionally, the
bill sets recycling rate goals — a 50 percent municipal waste recycling goal to be
reached by 2015, and 60 percent by 2020.
Several Republican legislators have said
they would challenge the law in court, as
the 4 cent fee amounts to a new tax. Ac-

Back to cover page

cording to state law, bills that mandate
new taxes need a 75 percent majority to
pass, which the bill did not receive.
Critics have pointed to the fact that the
fee is unfair, as it places the entire financial burden for recycling on the consumers
of beverages only to pay for curbside,
apartment and even commercial recycling
of a wide range of materials.
While this new approach clearly does not
meet the tests of fairness and equity for
consumers and producers of the broad
range of products which become waste,
and while the bill does not provide a long
term sustainable funding solution, it is
significant step towards establishing a
more comprehensive material recycling
strategy for Delaware.
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Payment to Best Practices for Municipal Recycling Programs
In those Canadian jurisdictions where the
financial responsibility for curbside recycling is currently shared between local
governments and industry, stakeholders
have been assessing different methodologies to incentivize continuous improvement and the adoption of Best Practices
for municipal recycling programs.
In Ontario, a proposal to assess eligible
curbside recycling program costs using an
“analog community” approach - wherein
the costs of a representative community
are transposed to all other communities
with similar population and size characteristics – has been used to determine total costs to be paid to municipalities. This
approach emphasizes recycling efficiency
and effectiveness. Moving forward, further revisions to this approach may expand the criteria for evaluating whether
municipalities are adhering to Best Practices, which may include such performance metrics as net cost per tonne, and
per capita or per household recycling
rates.

capita). Under this proposed approach, a
given community’s recycling performance
would be compared to its peers via the
establishment of six municipal groupings
based on population and distance to major
urban centres.
Finally, in Manitoba, five municipal groupings have been established based on their
demographic profiles. For each group, a
median net cost per tonne (or “acceptable
cost band”), averaged over the past three
years to smooth out variations in material
revenue, is calculated using the performance of the top 50% of municipalities in
each group. The other half of municipal
programs in each group whose net costs
per tonne exceed this figure will lose
funding in proportion to their distance
from the median cost.

In Quebec, the new draft packaging stewardship regulation proposes to enshrine
the concept of recycling performance by
defining the calculation method and criteria to determine the annual compensation
owed to municipalities by producers in
law. These criteria include efficiency
(cost per tonne) and effectiveness (kg per
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EU POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
Progress on the recast of the WEEE Directive
Members of the European Parliament's
Environment Committee voted in June to
set a minimum collection rate of 85% of
waste from electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE) by 2016 as part of a
revision of existing legislation.
The objective is identical to the European
Commission's proposed target of at least
65% by weight of EEE products, according
to the Parliament. The committee's 85%
target would instead base the percentage
on the amount of e-waste actually generated in the current year.

2016 target is met, MEPs said. They added
that the definition of 'producer' should be
set at EU level, not at national level. Also,
everyone who collects e-waste would have
to report their collection figures.
Environmentalists welcomed the vote, but
industry groups reacted with disappointment.

The committee said the WEEE law should
have an open scope, with a list of equipment excluded. The EU would also have to
ensure financial resources for municipalities for the collection of e-waste. MEPs
called for EU standards on collection and
recycling.
MEPs also called for separate collection
targets for small equipment and lamps.
Some MEPs had feared the Commission's
single collection target by weight would
not lead to an increase in the recycling of
smaller, lighter appliances. And any retailer should take back very small appliances free of charge, they added.
Producers would be responsible for financing WEEE collection. Member States would
be accountable for making sure that the

On 20 July 2010, a Council working group
on the WEEE Directive took place. A majority of the Member States do not support the collection target of 85% proposed
by the European Parliament. Member
States think that the target is too high.All
Member States think that producers
should be responsible for achieving the
WEEE collection target rather than Member States themselves. In general terms,
there has been a negative reaction from
Member States to the Parliament’s recommendations, which they believe would
involve extra costs.
The Belgian Presidency is aiming to reach
an agreement on the recast of the WEEE
Directive at a meeting of environment
ministers on 14 October.
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Belgian Presidency outlines its environmental priorities:
resource efficiency is key
On 1 July 2010, Belgium has taken over
the Presidency of the European Union for
the coming six months. In the area of environment the Presidency will focus on
around four topics:
•
•
•
•

Climate Change
Biodiversity
Sustainable Consumption and Production – Sustainable Use of Natural
Resources and Materials
Better Instruments for Environmental Governance

Climate change
The Presidency’s priority will be the implementation of the Copenhagen Treaty,
with a view to the UNFCC COP 16 meeting
to be held in Cancun from 29 November to
10 December 2010.
The Belgian Presidency will devote attention to the implementation of the climate
and energy package.
Biodiversity
2010 has been declared the International
Year of Biodiversity. The Presidency will
prepare for the EU’s participation in the
10th Conference of Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity to be held in
Nagoya in October 2010. The aim of the
conference is the development of a new
policy on biodiversity based on adapted
targets.
Depending when the Commission will present its proposals for ecosystem services,
invasive exotic species, illegally harvested
wood and the biomass sustainability criteria, an initial debate will be organised by
the Council.
Sustainable management of materials
The priority of sustainable management of
materials is in line with the priority on
resource efficiency, one of the three
guiding priorities of Environment Commissioner Janez Potocnik. At the Informal
Council on 12 and 13 July under the Belgian Presidency, the Environment Ministers examined how the transition to an
economy which makes efficient use of resources can be ensured in each phase of
the lifecycle of materials, products and
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waste.
The Presidency used the opportunity to
present a working paper outlining possible
policy directions for greener materials
use.
“Clusters” of sustainable materials management were also presented in the document, dealing with issues such as selective
waste collection and recycling, collection
and re-use/recycling/recovery of industrial residues, “cradle to cradle”, ecodesign or so-called “transition towns”.
The Belgian Presidency also proposed to
establish a "European platform on sustainable materials management", along with
the Commission roadmap on resource efficiency. The platform will "launch experiments which go beyond established practices" in areas such as waste collection
and recycling, re-use and repair or recovery of industrial residues.
On the basis of these debates, the Council
will ensure that the conclusions are
adopted.
The Presidency is also aiming to reach an
agreement on Council and Parliament negotiations pertaining to several proposals
for legislation relating to hazardous substances from electrical and electronic
equipment, their waste (RoHS and WEEE)
and biocides.
Better Instruments for Environmental
Governance
The Belgian Presidency intends to support
initiatives which will improve the application of legislation on waste, the harmonisation of environmental inspection criteria
and the evaluation of the effects of environmental reporting.
Based on an in-depth evaluation of the 6th
Environment Action Programme (EAP), this
council will initiate a policy debate under
the Belgian Presidency concerning the 7th
Environment Action Programme (EAP). In
this context, particular attention should
be paid to improving the management,
definition and application of environmental policy.

